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CHAPTER THREE 

Walter Lippmann, Straw 
Man OF Communication 
Research 

SUE CURRY JANSEN 

The unanimity of earlier historians, it seemed, had been the result of their borrowing 
from each other's narratives instead of returning to the original texts, 

-STEPHEN TOULMIN, CosMOPOLts1 

The neglect of history by the pioneers of mass communication scholarship has been 

extensively documented and critiqued.2 This neglect imposed ideological blinders 
on researchers, stunted theoretical growth, and precluded development of a cumu- · 

lative research tradition. Without a theory of society or adequate concepts of power, 
language, and culture, the field of communication, ironically contributed little to 

the so-called communication turn in scholarship that has energized epistemologi
cal debates in the humanities and social sciences in recent decades, and it is playing 

only a marginal role in current debates about propaganda and press freedom. 
The field's indifference to history includes its own history. Yet, academic 

fields, like nation-states, require historical narratives: origin stories that define their 

boundaries legitimate their authority and ensure their futures.3 As communica
tion has lacked a coherent historical narrative, thin claims have filled the void and 

acquired resonance through repetition and reification. Over time, these claims have 
calcified into the "received wisdom" of the field. Consequently, those who would 

bring a new historical sensibility to communication do not encounter a blank slate. 
The terrain is littered with the debris of the legacy of neglect: partial truths, iso

lated facts, wishful thinking, caricatures, anecdotes, and inversions. In short, much 

of what now passes as history was never intended to carry that weight. 

I want to thank Marsha Siefert, Jefferson Pooley, and Susan Ross for their encouragement and 
incisive readings of the manuscript. 
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In this chapter, I demonstrate how the neglect of history has contributed to 
the creation of a set of disciplinary-specific interpretive conventions-or "pre
ferred readings"-ofWalter Lippmann (1889-1974) that reduce him to a straw 

man and seriously misrepresent his work. These interpretative conventions tend 
to relieve critical historians of the responsibility of further direct engagement 

with-and struggle against-the work of a formidable thinker who posed deeply 
troubling questions about media and democracy, questions that those who are 

committed to advancing emancipatory communications cannot evade. 
My goal is not to whitewash Lippmann's corpus, but merely to encourage ari 

open, historically grounded, warts-and-all, reconsideration of a generative body 
of work that can still yield fresh insights. Before that can begin, however, current 

disciplinary-specific understandings of Lippmann require interrogatiop and chal
lenge. That is the modest objective of this chapter: to clear away some of the litter 

and suggest alternative interpretive frames. 
In advance, I must strongly emphasize that the range of my criticism is 

extremely narrow and tightly targeted. In challenging the preferred readings, I 
am only questioning the authors' interpretations of Lippmann, not their larger 

contributions to the field. In most cases, these contributions remain intact despite 
what I regard as disciplinarily skewed interpretations of Lippmann. The authors 

included in this analysis were selected because they have been most influential in 
shaping views of Lippmann within the field of communication; new electronic 

databases make it possible to identify these patterns of influence.4 

Inevitably, this endeavor places me in a position of advocacy. This advocacy 

should not, however, be interpreted as an endorsement of Lippmann's specific 

prescriptions for the problems of the media or democracy. As he was the first 
to admit, his prescriptions were always based on analysis of the specific, tran
sient, historical conditions in which problems were enmeshed: to endorse those 

prescriptions without fresh analysis is to reject both the spirit and method that 

produced them. For unlike American mass communication research, Lippmann's 
theory was hlstoricized and his history was theorized. 

Mike Dillon suggests a distinction between the "descriptive" and "prescrip

tive" Lippmann that holds some promise but is ultimately nearly impossible to 

sustain.5 My own preference is to recognize, as James Reston did, that the valUe 
of Lippmann's work lies in the significance of the questions he raised rather 

than in the specific answers he gave. 6 His probes identified the fundamental 
conundrums of modernity, democracy, knowledge, citizenship, and information: 

My advocacy therefore consists in (1) affirming the value of Lippmann's histori

cally grounded radical questioning; (2) recognizing that many of the questions 
Lippmann raised remain relevant, even urgent, today; and (3) above all, assert

ing that the work has not yet received a full or fair hearing in the field because 
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it has been persistently interpreted through the lens of alien epistemological 
perspectives and agendas. 

Lippmann always emphasized method, and his own scholarly method val
orized radical openness, a value he acquired from William James. In his first 
published article as a professional journalist, an obituary for James, Lippmann 
wrote: 

He was simply open-minded ... He was willing to listen to what seemed preposter
ous, and to consider what might, though queer, be true ... He gave all men and all 
creeds, any idea, any theory, any superstition, a respectful hearing ... that he was a 
man of tolerance never meant the kind of timidity which refuses to take a stand ... 
he fought hard for his ideas, because he believed in them ... And he told his conclu
sions. He told them, too, without the expert's arrogance toward the man in the street, 
and without the dainty and finicky horror of being popular or journalistic. 7 

In many different contexts and venues, Lippmann would speak or write about 

method throughout his life, but openness, risk-taking, reasoned conviction, and 
intellectual humility remained the touchstones of these efforts. 

My advocacy for Lippmann does extend to supporting this approach and 
these values, and to reassessing his work in light of them. 

INTERPRETIVE KNOTS 

The plural, knots, is necessary because multiple understandings of Lippmann's 

work have currency within different quarters of the fragmented field: journalism 

"eff~c:s" research, propaganda studies, and in the cultural critique of the "effects': 
tradition. All of these understandings possess an intrinsic logic but few are his
toncally (or even textually) grounded and virtually all fail to position Lippmann's 
commun1cat1on-related studies in relation to his larger project or his own well
developed epistemological position. 

It is, however, important to recognize that Lippmann's work lends itself to mis

interp~etation despite-and sometimes because of-his remarkably lucid and engag
mg wntmg style. Indeed, even biographers who have done extensive archival research 

have sometimes been led astray. 8 There are several overlapping reasons for this. 

. First, Lippmann lived through a period of historical "rupture" and he was excep

t10nally prescient. ~e created the modern American vocabulary of political analysis; 
recogmzed the limits of the Enlightenment model of the rational man yet remained 
deeply committed to reason; was the first thinker to apply Freud's ideas to political 

thought; and developed an epistemology of mass-mediated knowledge, which may 
only be fully appreciated retroactively in light of the postmodern critique.' 
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Second, he was both very American and deeply cosmopolitan. He has been 

variously described as "glacial," "antediluvian," a man of"Olympian" detachment, 
yet, he was thoroughly fluent in the idiom of his day and had an uncanny ability 

to probe the shadowy recesses of the American psyche: to give voice to the angst 
of the collective consciousness and to assess the shifting pathologies of American 

power.10 He was always close to centers of power, yet usually served as a gadfly 
to the powerful. Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., saw Lippmann as always moving away 

from the popular course: always probing the underside of the dialectic.11 He was 
variously a muckraker, progressive, pragmatist, realist, liberal, conservative-liberal, 

and an incisive critic of the limits of all of these positions. 
Third, his antidote for everything from news to freedom was "method," by 

which he meant disciplined rationality, evidence-based judgments, systematic 
procedure, experiential learning, accountability, and continued openness to coun

tervailing evidence. He believed the scientific method came closest to realizing 
these values; however, his understanding of scientific inquiry and authority was 

nonpositivistic, even humanistic, in a time when logical positivism and scientisrn 
were in the ascendancy.12 Consequently, interpreters often mistakenly filtered his 

advocacy of method through positivistic lenses, especially in the social sciences. 
Fourth, his own, reflectively articulated intellectual method, which com

bined radical openness and risk-taking with intellectual humility, actually cut 
deeply against the grain of twentieth-century American positivism and dualism. 

A.J. Leibling described Lippmann as "the greatest on-the-one-hand-this writer in 
the world."13 Lippmann's approach allowed him to change his mind, acknowledge 

confusion, doubt, and error-in short, to grow. When charged with inconsistency, 
Lippmann responded that in the search for truth one should not be judged by 

departures from earlier positions but by how much one learns from experience.14 

Fifth, he defied standard ideological categorizations. Indeed, he has even 

been described as "non-ideological."15 A socialist, as a young man, he was at vari
ous times an adviser to and critic of every president from Theodore Roosevelt to 

Lyndon Johnson. His legacy has admirers and detractors among both liberals and 

conservatives, although, as we see below, he has become a special pariah to some 
on the left in recent years as a result of Noam Chomsky's interpretive inversion of 

Lippmann's analysis of"the manufacture of consent." 
Sixth, critics tend to blame the messenger for his disturbing assessment of 

the viability of participatory democracy in complex societies. Lippmann seemed 
to anticipate this in his discussion of Machiavelli in Public Opinion. 16 Like 

Machiavelli, who is congenitally misread, Lippmann sought a humanistic solutiori 

to the pathologies of power. That is, he was trying to find a way to save democracy, 
not (as is sometimes claimed) to transcend it. 

Seventh, he always distinguished between the reliability of his journalistic 
claims and his scholarship, citing differences in methods and intent." Readers 
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seldom recognized that distinction. And for good reason: because he sometimes 

published thematically related collections of his journalistic writings in book 
form. 

Eighth, because of the enormous public influence Lippmann enjoyed during his 
lifetime, he has attracted extensive biographical attention. This biographical atten

tion has, however, contributed to the eclipse of his reputation. The great commercial 
success of Ronald Steel's 669cpage authorized biography, Walter Lippmann and the 

American Century, which focused primarily on Lippmann's writings on international 
relations, his interactions with important public figures, and his personal life, while 

neglecting his more scholarly works, has contributed to a sense that Lippmann has 

been "done."18 As a result, two subsequent book-length intellectual biographies, 
which have addressed the more philosophical aspects of Lippmann's work, have not 

received the attention they deserve.19 The net effect seems to be that, in most quar
ters, he is remembered more for his celebrity, which he deplored, than his ideas. 

Finally, the sheer size of the body of work provides formidable challenges for 
interpreters. It has been estimated that Lippmann published more than ten mil

lion words including twenty-six books, well in excess of five thousand columns 
and editorials, and wrote more than twenty-thousand letters o.ver more than six 

decades.20 Nearly a dozen biographies have been published as well as a vast num
ber of shorter profiles and analytical studies; and Lippmann figures prominently 

in the memoirs of other journalists and public figures. Consequently, even the 
most dedicated researcher can only sample the work. 

Sampling and summarizing Lippmann is, as Theodore Peterson so aptly 
notes, like "describing the Grand Canyon as a magnificent example of soil ero-

• "
21 c t t h lifyi " h h s1on. on ex , nuance, t e ever-present qua ng ot er- and" on which so 

much depends, and the luminous eloquence of the prose, are lost. Assessing his 
contributions without reference to the philosophical perspective which motivated 
it, is equally misleading. 

COSMOPOLITANISM 

The essential key to interpreting Lippmann's work is his cosmopolitan perspec

tive and theory of history. Cosmopolitanism informs his view of science, explains 
his ideological complexity, and structures his analytic framework. According to 

D. Stephen Blum, "prevailing interpretations of Lippmann's thought ... have been 
restrictive, even simplistic" because they have failed to take his cosmopolitanism 

seriously. "The most favored interpretive device," according to Blum, "has been 
the indictment of inconsistency, the charge that he was something of an ideologi

cal vagabond who drifted from one political or philosophical position to the next, 
thereby sacrificing overall coherence and purpose."22 
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Blum argues that by virtue of Lippmann's unusual background, annual edu
cational trips to Europe from early childhood, a precocious adolescent interest 

in art history, a rigorous classical edUcation, exceptional intelligence, and several 

extraordinary mentoring experiences, Lippmann not only developed an intel
lectual catholicity and openness to experience, but that his work was also con

sistently informed by a cosmopolitan theory of history. That is, he recognized 
that modernity was radically transforming the social environment in incalcula
ble ways: that changes in economics, political formations, culture and thought, 

facilitated by new technologies of transport and communication, were producing 

unprecedented international interdependence. As a result, American provincial
ism and isolationism were no longer tenable, and potentially dangerous. Blum 
maintains that the "Great Society'' metaphor, which Lippmann borrowed from 
his mentor and friend Graham Wallas and used throughout his life, is emblematic 

of the constancy of his commitment to cosmopolitanism.23 

Historians generally have paid insufficient attention to the role that cos
mopolitanism played in twentieth-century American intellectual history, a lapse 

David Hollinger has identified and tried to remedy.24 Hollinger points out that 
cosmopolitanism has been overshadowed by the theme of intellectual and artistic 

alienation, and by sociological critiques of assimilation, with which cosmopolitan
ism is mistakenly identified. Cosmopolitanism rejected both the Anglo-Protestant 

assimilation model and the divisive parochialism of what we would today call iden
tity-politics; it also sought to transcend the bland tolerance of liberal-pluralism. A 

critical response to the resurgence of nativism that accompanied the great waves of 

immigration early in the century, cosmopolitanism was an attempt to draw upon 
the resources of diverse ethnic cultures to create a new, more universalistic outlook. 

Cosmopolitanism opened up American intellectual culture to previously mar

ginalized groups, especially Jews and the Irish-intellectuals in flight from "from 
Moses and Jesus to Venus and Apollo."25 Henry Ford denounced cosmopolitan

ism as a "world Jewish conspiracy'' because prominent Jewish intellectuals such as 

Lippmann, Einstein, Paul Rosenfeld, Morris Cohen, Alfred Kazin, and Lionel 
Trilling were cosmopolitans.26 Cosmopolitanism provided openings to European 

critical theory, especially in the 1930s when an Americanized counterpart of 
socialist realism inspired the documentary and proletarian literature movements 

that produced the work of Dorothea Lange,James Agree and Walker Evans, Peres 

Lorenz, John Steinbeck, James T. Farrell, Herbert Gold, and others.27 Hollinger 
points out that by 1950 cosmopolitanism all but defined what it meant to be an 
intellectual in America regardless of ethnicity. Later, some cosmopolitans would 

abandon or reverse their flight, but others, like Lippmann, continued to contend 
that there was no turning back, without dire consequences, in an interdependent; 

nuclear-armed world. 
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Lippmann's cosmopolitanism has to be understood in relation to his other 
intellectual sympathies and influences and to his continuous struggles to synthe

size those influences, as well as to experiment with new ideas and take into account 
changing historical circumstances. Some formative influences were Jamesian prag

matism, Santayana's naturalism, Fabian socialism, a Freudian understanding of the 
irrational, Holmesian realism, and a Progressive belief, shared with figures such as 

Veblen, Dewey, and others, that knowledge produced by efforts to solve technical 
problems is more trustworthy than knowledge that is subjected to censorship at the 

source by commercial, partisan political, or religious interests. For Lippmann, then, 
cosmopolitanism was a normative alternative to materialism and fundamentalism.28 

In practice, it meant that he typically focused on large units of analysis-the 

news, public opinion, the nation, relations among nations-and that he took the 
long historical view of these constructs. Distrusting concentrations of power, 

Lippmann sought to counterbalance competing interests in a fractious Great 
Society: feminism and women's suffiage to counter patriarchy, opportunities for 
Germany's postwar rehabilitation against Britain and France's imperial ambitions 

at Versailles in 1919, unionism and industrial democracy to balance expansion of 

corporate power, Keynesian economics and welfare state safety nets to ameliorate 
economic inequality, and so on. The defining feature of his political philosophy was 

the "firm belief that all arbitrary and concentrated power, public or private, needed 
to be checked."29 As the balance of power among competing interests shifted, so 

did Lippmann's prescriptions for rebalancing them. A socialist and member of 
bohemian circles in the early part of the century when ttusts needed busting, in his 

later years he saw expansion of the middle class as democracy's best hope. 
Christopher Lasch considers Lippmann's cosmopolitanism evidence of cul

tural elitism; to be sure, Lippmann's aesthetic interests, like those of many highly 

educated people of his generation, favored high rather than popular culture, 
though he seems to have had more than a passing knowledge of baseball and 

boxing. Taste cultures and political attitudes are not, however, synonymous; and, 
all academics, even Lasch, are members of elite intellectual strata by virtue of 

their educational credentials. Lippmann himself aclmowledges this kind of elit
ism: borrowing from Socrates, he points out that skepticism is only possible when 

one is free of hunger, pain, and fear. The political implications of Lippmann's 

analysis of public opinion pose deeper questions about elitism, especially among 
contemporary American political scientists and political activists who interpret 

his sociology of knowledge as a challenge to the competence and sovereignty of 
the American citizen, and even to the viability of democracy. Yet, others regard 

such readings as profound misunderstandings of Lippmann's deep democratic 
commitments: indeed, John Dewey anticipated such misinterpretations, and 

explicitly defended Lippmann against charges of elitism. I share the view of 
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Dewey and others who maintain that Public Opinion was intended as a work 

of epistemology, not as an apology for elite values; however, the consequence of 
Lippmann's epistemological diagnosis leads almost inevitably to the conclusion 

of The Phantom Public that in a large and complex modern country, leaders must 

rely on the technical knowledge of experts to govern effectively.30 

PHILOSOPHER IN THE NEWS ROOM 

Lippmann was a brilliant student at Harvard, personally mentored by William 

Jam es, George Santayana, and Graham Wallas. He was expected to follow in 
their footsteps, but he found the prospect of teaching the same courses year
after-year deadening, and decided to pursue a life of action instead. He learned 

journalism under the direct tutelage of muckraker Lincoln Steffens, briefly served 

as secretary to the socialist mayor of Schenectady, New York; was a founding edi
tor of the New Republic, then an army propagandist and intelligence officer who 

helped write Woodrow Wilson's Fourteen Points during World War I; and finally 
settled into a distinguished career as an editor, political columnist, and public 

philosopher. 
For Lippmann, the practical worlds of politics and journalism were labora

tories for testing his philosophical ideas. As the raw material of history shifted 
during his long sojourn from the horse-and-buggy age to the space age, so did 

his conclusions. His major analyses of journalism and democracy, Liberty and the 
News (1919-1920), "A Test of the News" (1920), Public Opinion (1922), and The 

Phantom Public (1925), were written while he was still a young man, although 
he continued to address the questions these works raised throughout his life, 

and to revise his responses to them. John Luskin's Lippmann, Liberty, and the 
Press (1972) tracks Lippmann's evolving views on the press from the early works 

through his "summing" up in a colloquy at Columbia University in 1969 where, 
though somber. and skeptical, he retained what Luskin and others consider his 

1 bl ali h. " f . d "31 most remar ra e qu ty: 1s openness o min . 
In theory, Liberty and the News is Lippmann's seminal contribution to 

journalism and journalistic studies. The reality, however, is that the model of 
Lippmann's illustrious career, his advocacy on behalf of the profession, and the 

fog of misunderstandings about journalistic objectivity that have been attached to 
his name and reproduced by journalistic educators have been far more influential 

than any sustained engagements with his theoretical texts by journalism scholars. 

To be sure, inspiring quotes are often cribbed from his work for ceremonial occa
sions: perhaps none more frequently than his description of the newspaper as "the 

bible of democracy."32 He is ritualistically honored as the "patron saint of modern 
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journalism'' as, for example, in David Halberstam's plaudit that Lippmann "shaped 
a generation. By his presence he made the profession infinitely more respectable, 
infinitely more honorable, and that much more, in fact, a true profession."33 

It is relatively easy to expose the interpretive limits of journalism's render

ings of Lippmann's legacy, but probably impossible ever to dislodge them. As the 
lore of journalism claims, Lippmann did contribute to and even to a considerable 

degree spearhead the movement to professionalize journalism through both 
advocacy and example. Before he took up the cause, however, the movement was 

already underway: journalism education began earlier in the century and jour
nalism textbooks were already available. Although Lippmann strongly endorsed 

more education for journalists, he expressed uncertainty about the value of jour
nalism schools in providing that education. 

In 1919 Lippmann's conception of professionalism and the "disinterestedness" 
that it was supposed to promote was very different from present understandings of 

these constructs. Historian Thomas L. Haskell has examined theories of profes

sionalism from the period and has shown that within the specific social conditions 
of the time "professionalism appeared to be a promising corrective, or even antith
esis, to capitalism."34 Indeed Haskell maintains that until the rise of totalitarian

ism in the 1930s, "virtually all thinking Americans" believed that "professionalism 

offered a way of life morally superior to the marketplace" because professionals 
were held accountable to nonpecuniary standards by their peers.35 Today, of course, 

many professionals are enthusiastic capitalists: the grain of truth that survives from 
the earlier period is that in addition to responding to the market, professionals are 

also accountable to their fields' standards of practice including technical expertise, 
codes of ethics, and peer review as well as educational and licensing requirements. 

Like other "thinking Americans" after World War II, Lippmann recognized the 

failure of professionalism to realize its earlier promise, including the displacement 
of the disinterested search for truth in journalism by personal ambition. 

The term "disinterested," which Lippmann and his peers frequently used dur
ing that period, has also lost its earlier meaning. 36 During the Progressive Era, it 

simply meant not advancing a claim on behalf of"the interests." In that context, 
interests typically referred to business (the trusts) and politics (political machines), 

but interests could also mean special pleadings on behalf of class, religion, tribe, 

region, and so on. In recommending disinterestedness as an ascetic discipline 
for journalists, Lippmann was not recommending neutrality or indifference, but 

rather a passionate attachment to the honest (open) pursuit of truth despite the 
risks and obstacles that stand in its way. 37 

Among Progressives, "disinterested" was so widely used that it did not require 
explanation in 1919. "Interest'' is not, however, synonymous with "bias," as that 

term is used today in nai've criticisms of media, to imply that unbiased news is 
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possible. To Lippmann and the pragmatists, all claims: including disinterested ones, 

were social constructs. Truth was understood as contingent, defined in probabilis
tic, or for C.S. Peirce, communitarian terms; nevertheless, Lippmann retained the 
hope that lies, misrepresentations, publicity, and propaganda put forth on behalf of 
"interests" could be identified and exposed. Indeed, he maintained, '(There can be 
no liberty for a community which lacks the information by which to detect lies."

38 

Lippmann fully understood that news is made, ~ot found; :nd that all report

ing is necessarily selective. He did not use the term objectivity in Liberty and the 
Newr however he did leave openings within the fabnc of the text that could be 

used ~o advan;e the "strategic ritual" of objectivity.39 Whether Lippmann can be 
seen as an advocate of objectivity as some claim or an agnostic as others contend 

depends on how one understands objectivity, truth,.and facts. . . 
It is, however, possible to claim, without equ1vocat1on, that Lippmann did 

not approach objectivity as a naive realist; and that he would reg.ard standards 

of objectivity invoked by most journalism textbooks and practiced in newsrooms 
today as nai:Ve. These standards assume a relatively uncomplicated relationship 
between event and account-whereas the whole point of Lippmann's reflections 

on the press is to demonstrate how intractably complex that relationship is. . . 
His understanding of '(objective" reporting is historical; in this regar~, it_ 1s 

largely consonant with Dan Schiller's analysis of the development of the objective 

press.'°That is, it refers to the emergence of fact- (even data-) b~sed reporting. In 
Lippmann's view, the press in America had successfully ema.ncipated itself from 
political control, only to be subordinated to crass commercial rmperatives. The 

result was the "yellow press," which would produce any sen~atio~ t~at_w~uld sell; 
however, Lippmann maintained that the yellow press contain~d within itse.lf the 
seeds of its own dissolution" because it failed to put events 1n context or inter

pret them in ways that could be verified by subsequent events.'.
1 

That is, it pro" 
vided romantic fictions and entertainments, rather than the reliable accounts of 

social reality that modern readers needed. As a result, Lippmann main~ained that 
a "new journalism" had emerged in the 1920s that demonstrated that the objec

tive, orderly, and comprehensive presentation of news 1s _a fa~ more s~~ce~sful type 
of journalism to-day than the dramatic, disorderly, episodic ri:r· Li~pmann 
thought the objective press was freer from hidden control by tt:e interests as well 
as from attempts by publishers and reporters to exploit the whims of the public. 

He maintained-and this is a crucial qualifier--that 

the ability to present news objectively and to interpret i~ realistically is n~t a native 

instinct in the human species; it is a product of culture which comes only with _knowl
edge of the past and acute awareness of how deceptive is our normal observation and 

how wishful is our thinking. 43 
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That is, for Lippmann, journalistic objectivity is a cultural practice. The journal
ist, like all other humans, only sees the reflections on the wall of Plato's cave; the 
best he or she can offer is "candid and critical observation sought with humil

ity a_n~. detachment."44 This is not the "god's eye" objectivity of positivism and 
~mp1ric1s~, but a very human effort to provide historically informed, reflexive 
interpretations of events. At best, it is an embrace of a "limited objectivity," which 
possesses strong affinities to contemporary forms of critical realism.4S 

Even this limited objectivity has to be understood within the context of 

Lippmann's sociology of knowledge. Lippmann's definition of truth is functional 
not ontological: "the function of truth is to bring to light the hidden facts, t~ 
set them into relation with each other, and make a picture of reality on which 
men_can act."46 For Lippmann truth is provisional, always open to new evidence 

provided by changing realities: in 1911, he wrote, "Truths are like the clothes of 

a gro;mng boy, not like the shroud of a corpse."47 Conversely, he claimed, "the 
function of news is to signalize an event."48 According to Lippmann, truth and 

news c~incide in only a small portion of the field of human interest, and then only 
where soaal conditions take recognizable and measurable shape."49 Truth, then, 
h " . h "SOT h d as .an uncertain c aracter. rut an facts are social: they are only as reliable 
(act10nable) as the institutions that produce them. 

. .Fa~ts are artifacts of institutional record keeping.st The press relies on social 
mstitut10ns to keep these records: to provide facts. The journalist's task is to put 

the facts :ogether and to interpret them. Lippmann draws an analogy between 
putting a pgsaw puzzle together and preparing a news report: the pieces will only· 

fit together if they have been crafted with precision. It is the task of social insti
tutions to provide the knowledge base upon which the press depends: "At its 

best the press is a servant and guardian of institutions; at its worst it is a means 

by :"hich a few. exploit social disorganization to their own ends."" Lippmann 
attributed the failures of the press, especially its vnlnerability to "the orgy oflying 

which war propaganda let loose" during World War I, to the failure of dem
ocratic social institutions to furnish themselves with adequate "instruments of 
knowledge."53 · 

It is within the context of this failure that he recommends creation of"intel

ligence b~reaus."54 His hope was that the reliability of fact-based news reporting 

could be improved by th~ creation of an array of knowledge centers, including 
quas1governmental ~gencies, independent research institutes, and university 

rese".'c.h centers, which would generate and analyze information that legislators, 
admmistrators, and journalists could draw upon. Lippmann called on the press 
to reform itself as well by measures such as self-policing through the creation of 
" fh "d 1 . ~o~rts o onor, eve oping standards of admissibility for eye-witness accounts 
sirrular to those used in courts, and making false documentation illegal. ss 
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Lippmann is far more confident in describing untruth-lies, ~r~pagan~a, 
publicity-than truth. He acknowledges this, and expresses a pragmatists hope m 

Liberty and the News that method will show the way in the future. In the mean
time truth is to be understood more as a journey than a destination: for reporters, 

it in~olves a willingness to be fired rather than write what they do not believe. 

For scholars, it means taking a longer view, by providing expert knowledge, 
"intelligence," which through communal processes of criticism and self~correc
tion, becomes increasingly more reliable. Lippmann's youthful hope, which was 
directly influenced by Peirce, was that methods of intelligence would eventually 

be perfected to the point where various forms of knowledge would conv~rge.56 

He regarded freedom of expression (liberty) to be a necessary precondit10n to 

this convergence. The mature Lippmann was less hopeful about the prospects for 

convergence. 
Overall, Lippmann's elevated status within the folklore of journalism is only 

loosely based in his texts. Much seems to depend on strategic attachments to. his 

coattails, his celebrity, career model, and advocacy for the profession. Journalistic 
lore has dehistoricized his approach to objectivity, extricated it from its epistemo

logical grounding, and translated it into a series of formulaic practices that. not 
only do not conform to the letter but also betray the spirit of his intent. That is, it 

has turned objectivity into professional cant: a shield to protect journalism from 
criticism.57 Those who seek to implode the tarnished idol of journalistic objectiv

ity to emancipate truth will actually find more in Lippmann's writings on the 

press to support their quest than to oppose it. 

n n 
RECEPTION OF LIPPMANN WITHIN THE EFFECTS TRADITION 

OF COMMUNICATION RESEARCH 

Lippmann is. arguably the most important single figure in the immediate pr~his
tory of academic communication research. The late James W. Carey, who did so 
much to inspire interest in histories of media and media research, thought that a 

responsible revisionary history needed to foreground Lippmann. Carey wrote: 

Walter Lippmann's Public Opinion (1922) is, I believe, the founding book in American 
media studies. It was not the first book written about the mass media in America, but 
it was the first serious work to be philosophical and analytical in confronting the 
mass media. The title of the book may be Public Opinion, but its subject and central 
actor is the mass media, particularly the news media. The book founded or at least 
clarified a continuous tradition of research as well. Finally, the book self-consciously 

restated the central problematic in the study of mass media. 
58 
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As we shall see later, Lippmann was not the hero of Carey's own revisionary nar

rative, even though he was a central player. 
Lippmann's position in the field of communication research was however . ' 

established long before Carey addressed it. He was there from the beginning. The 
success of his books, including the controversies they created as well as his consid

erable public influence, helped cultivate an intellectual climate in which studies of 

public opinion, mass media, and propaganda assumed significance, respectability, 
and urgency. 

Wilbur Schramm, who virtually defined what would become the domi

nant paradigm in the field for the next three decades, included a chapter from 

Lippmann's Public Opinion in one of the field's first textbook, Mass Communications 

(1949); Schramm and Donald Roberts wonld also include the chapter, "The 

World Outside and the Pictures in Our Heads," in revised editions of The Process 

and Effects of Mass Communication (1971), which.was for many years the best-sell

ing and by far the most influential textbook in the field.59 

Since Lippmann was a journalist, not a behavioral scientist, he did not 

qualify for elevation to the status of a "founder" of the field in Schramrn's book. 
Presumably for the same reason, Lippmann did not even qualify as a "forefather" 

in Schramrn's posthumously published The Beginnings of Communication Study in 

America. 60 Lippmann's work did, however, exercise traceable influence over two 

of Schramm's four founders, Paul Lazarsfeld and Harold Lasswell. Lazarsfeld 

praised Lippmann's work; and Lasswell built directly upon it, endowing it with 
the Machiavellian twist that Lippmann had explicitly rejected. 6i 

Schramm did not offer significant commentary on Lippmann's work; his 
influence over the assimilation of Lippmann's ideas into the effects tradition was 

a simple extension of his own influence as institution builder and author of the 
legitimating narrative of effects research. That is, he entered Lippmann's name 

into the discourse, established his relevance, and linked him, by association, with 
the effects tradition. 

To be sure, Lippmann was very interested in the effects of mediation, although 

he conceived of them far more broadly than Schramm and his four founders. 
Moreover, Lippmann's non-positivistic understanding of the nature and limits of 

scientific inquiry, articulated most fully in Drift and Mastery (1914), is antitheti
cal to the kind of reductive, ahistorical and atheoretical empiricism and scientism 

that is associated with the "effects" tradition of communication research pioneered 

by Schramm. 
Despite the epistemological incongruity, Public Opinion exercised a generative 

influence over effects research. Lippmann has been described as "the intellectual 
father of agenda-setting" research, which had produced more than 350 empirical 
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studies as of 2002.62 He did not use that label, but he did present the idea; and 

agenda-setting researchers fully acknowledge their debts to Lippmann.
63 

Lippmann 
also described in detail the gatekeeping role of editors.64 According to the Oxford 
English Dictionary, Lippmann coined the modern usage of the word, "stereotype''; 

he also developed the concept and even extended it to the analysis of ethnic and 

class prejudice.65 Gordon Allport expanded Lippmann's theory in The Nature of 
Prejudice (1954), a work that is generally regarded as the foundational study in the 
social psychology of prejudice.66 Effects research, in turn, imported the concept back 
into communication where it has been widely used in content analysis of media 

representations of race, gender, age, and ·other "variables." Lippmann .also exam

ined processes of personal influence by opinion leaders, although he did not use 
the phrase: to my knowledge, he has not been credited with this idea, even though 
Lazarsfeld and Katz do categorize him as one, "a Great Disseminator," in Personal 
Injluence.67 There are anticipatio~s of uses and gratifications theory in Lippmann's 

work, although he strongly criticized displacement of civil society by consumerism. 
His argument that "censorship operates by congestion," along with his analyses of 
cognitive and technologically conditioned limits ("blindspots") in knowledge, also 

anticipates George Gerbner's "General Model of Communication."
68 

In addition, 
Lippmann and his colleague, Charles Merz, pioneered the development of content 

analysis and identified some of its methodological strengths and limits in "A Test 

of the News," although this achievement has until recently been largely ignored.
69 

Lippmann's books and columns were so widely read during the six decades of 

his career that many ideas that he put into circulation became part of the com
mon culture. Moreover, he was not only a great disseminator but also a great 

synthesizer, so that too much originality can easily be attributed to his work. 
Nevertheless, it is possible to locate many concepts and theoretical insights in his 

work, which would later gain currency in sociology, political science, and media 
studies. Because he lacked the benediction of an academic position, it is accurate 

to say that he was not cited as frequently as he should have been, especially by 

scholars eager to affirm their membership in the behavioral science fraternity. 
Effects research forced Lippmann's ideas into an epistemological straight" 

jacket that he would have rejected; however, it provided empirical support for 
many of his ideas; and some researchers, who formally reside in the effects camp, 
have provided richer interpretive accounts than strict adherence to behaviorist 

methodologies permits. 

PROPAGANDA STUDIES 

Nowhere is Lippmann's legacy more contentiously debated and gratuitously 

betrayed than in propaganda studies. I include public relations under the tent of 
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propaganda since the so-called father of public relations, Edward Bernays, did so. 
Ber~ays also played a cruoal role m corrupting Lippmann's ideas and the inter
pretive legacy that has developed around them in propaganda studies. 10 

. Berna~s published . Crystallizing Public Opinion (1923) the year after 
Lippmanm Publzc Opinion; and he always claimed that Lippmann provided the 

theory whil~ he pro~ided the practice.71 From the beginning, however, Bernays 
in_verted L1ppmanns arguments, twisting criticism into advocacy. Where 
Lippmann saw truth and liberty imperiled "in a time when the manufacture of 

consent is a~ unregul~ted priv~te enterprise," Bernays saw opportunity. 12 

Bernays s enterprise, public relations, was dedicated to the manufacture of 

consent on behalf of th_e "interests" that Lippmann and the Progressives had 
sought to constrain. In Lippmann's view, liberty is a precondition to the search for 

truth; and censorship and propaganda are interdependent forces that abridge lib
erty. For Bernays propaganda is a useful tool. Contra Lippmann, Bernays writes: 

Mr. Lip~mann say~ propaganda is dependent on censorship. From my point of view 
the precise reverse is more nearly true. Propaganda is a purposeful directed effort to 
overcome censorship-the censorship of the group mind and the herd reaction.73 

The role of the public relations practitioner in Bernays's formulation is to direct 
the propaganda effort. 

. Lippmann was scathingly critical of public relations in Public O'Pinion descr'b-
th hl' ' I ing e P~ 1c1ty man as follows: "He is a censor and a propagandist, responsible 

only to his employers, and to the whole truth responsible only as it accords with 

the em~loyers' c~nception of his own interests."74 To Lippmann, publicity agents 

a~e archi~ects of pseudo-environments," who work actively to plant or distort the 
pictures in our heads, and to circumvent journalists' access to direct channels of 

news. 75 I~ short, fo: Lippmann, public relations is the problem; for Bernays, it is 
the solut10n. The difference could not be clearer to anyone who seriously consults 
the ongmal texts. 

. As has already been intimated, Harold Lasswell accomplishes a similar inver

s'.on m Propaganda Technique in the World War (1927). Lasswell does not directly 
Cite Lippm:nn, although he does refer to the existence of a literature on pub

lic _opin~on "~! s~ch an abstrus.e and indefinite character that it defies empirical 
~erification. It is, however, widely assumed that Lippmann exercised significant 
influence over Lasswell's thinking. 

In a replay of the Bernays's script, Lippmann offered the diagnosis-pro

paganda abridges democr~cy-and, to quote Christopher Simpson, "Lasswell 
extended the idea, giVIng it a Machiavellian twist."77 In Lasswell's own words 

he sought to "e~olve an explicit theory of how international war propaganda ma; 

be conducted with success."78 In many subsequent interpretations in propaganda 
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studies, the analyses of Lippmann and Lasswell have been conflated. Lippmann, 

who wrote three books in response to "the orgy oflying which war propaganda let 
loose," is somehow reread as an advocate of propaganda. 79 

How can this be explained? 

Lippmann's biography is a contributing factor. Like his work, it is frequently 

misinterpreted. Lippmann was an intelligence officer and a propagandist during 
the war. His assignment as an intelligence officer consisted in working in secret to 

articulate the terms of the U.S. peace plan for ending the war. In that capacity, he 
advised the War Department, "We should avoid all the tricky and sinister aspects 

of what is usually called propaganda, and should aim to create the impression 
that here is something new [The League of Nations] and infinitely hopeful in 

the affairs of mankind."80 His work as a propaganda officer consisted in writing 

leaflets encouraging German soldiers to surrender. 
Lippmann was not a member of George Creel's Committee on Public 

Information (CPI). 81 The leaflet program was deliberately kept out of Creel's hands 

by Secretary of War Newton Baker, who was not about to cede battlefield strat
egy to the civilian propaganda czar. 82 Moreover, Lippmann would have never have 

enlisted in a program affiliated with the CPI. He had been a vehement critic of 
Creel before the war, calling him a "reckless and incompetent person" in an edito

rial in the New Republic. In response to Creel's attempt to ban socialist publications 
in 1917, Lippmann approached Supreme Court Justice Brandeis and later Colonial 

House (Wilson's chief advisor) to try to stop the suppression. Lippmann continued 
to criticize the Creel Commission within official channels throughout the war; and 

after the war he wrote a scathing postmortem for the the New Republic describing 
the CPI's propaganda efforts as one of"the great calamities" of the war.83 

Additional biographical factors that may lead some interpreters to equate 
Lippmann and Lasswell's approaches to propaganda include (1) the fact that for 

almost sixty years, as editor, columnist, author of books, public figure, and advi

sor to presidents, Lippmann actively sought to influence public opinion; and; 
following William James's example, he took strong stands on public issues and 
"fought hard for his ideas because he believed in them''; (2) throughout his life, 

he advocated strong leadership; and (3) perhaps above all, as a young man, he 

was a political activist, even a leading figure in the Progressive movement; and 
like other Progressives, including Herbert Croly and Walter Wey! (his co-editors 

at the New Republic), John Dewey, Jane Addams, Lester Ward, E.A. Ross, and 
others, Lippmann was always deeply concerned with the problem of social con

trol-what Robert Wiebe calls "the search for order."84 

This aspect of the Progressive movement often puzzles contemporary think
ers who are attracted by many of the ideals of the Progressives. The late nineteenth 
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and early twentieth century was a period of great turbulence and rupture. The 
progressives feared that the great gulf dividing the rich and poor--the "Robber 

Barons" and the "teeming masses"-would lead to either tyrannical oppression 

from above or revolution from below. Moreover, the background influences of the 
Civil War and Reconstruction on these thinkers should not be ignored; the older 
members of the Progressive generation, like Dewey, were children during that 
period. 85 They shared the conviction that American democracy was fragile and 

could fracture again. Progressive reform was a both/and proposition: spurred by 
commitments to social justice as well as more conservative concerns for stability 
and order. 

Lippmann's solution to the problem of social control, technocracy, is not a 
solution contemporary advocates of social justice can support. Nevertheless it 

should not be confused with either Bernays's or Lasswell's solutions, which are 
arguably the solutions that have prevailed. Lippmann's technocratic experts 

and insiders were supposed to generate "disinterested" knowledge and use it to 
promote the public good. His view of technology also had a democratic, moral 
dimension. When, for example, Stuart Chase, in runaway enthusiasm for technol
ogy, embraced the technological imperative as "impersonal, amoral, and nonethi
cal," Lippmann responded: 

Have not technicians ... been relieved of all restraint? If the technological impera
tives of his [Chase's] technocrats are so impersonal, so amoral, and so non-ethical, 
then how can they ever be challenged? Against these imperatives there are no human 
rights, not even the right of revolution.86 

Moreover, Lippmann's technocracy was meritocratic. Expertise was achieved 

through effort, intelligence, and education (the American dream); and Lippmann 

supported universal access to public education. Today meritocracy, universal 
public education, and the American dream carry more ideological weight than 
persuasive power. Presumably, however, contemporary social justice movements 

are still motivated, as Lippmann was, by efforts to translate these ideals into real
ity even though we no longer share the Progressives' faith in experts. 

Even more perplexing than Bernays's and Lasswell's inversions is the careless 
interpretation of Lippmann put forth by Noam Chomsky, who is a careful scholar 

when operating within his own area of expertise. In a chapter in Media Control 

(1991) titled "Spectator Democracy," Chomsky refers to the subtitle (he does not 

provide a title) of a work by Lippmann as "something like 'A Progressive Theory 
of Liberal Democratic Thought' [sic]."87 He then provides a series of phrases in 

quotation marks with no page numbers or additional sourcing; the phrases are 
" 1 . . h f d "" revo ut1on in t e art o emocracy, manufacture of consent," "the common 
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interests elude public opinion entirely," "specialized class," and "responsible men." 

He fills in the blanks in between these phrases with incendiary claims and describes 
the result as "a typical Leninist view." Two pages later Chomsky adds three more 
phrases, "the bewildered herd," "functions," and "spectators," to his concordance 

to Lippmann. He follows these with two more statements in quotations, which 

he attributes to the members of the bewildered herd who inhabit Lippmann's 
Leninist state: "they are allowed to say, 'We want you to be our leader' or 'We 

want you to be our leader."'88 

Yes, Chomsky is doing politics here, not scholarship. He is constructing a 

straw man, so that he can blow him away, and use the rest of the book to develop 
his own critical takes on international politics. In fact, however, Lippmann, the 

villain of the narrative, actually agreed with some of Chomsky's views. on foreign 
policy, including criticisms of U.S. imperialism in Central America, the immorality 

of the Vietnam War, and the Manichean framing of the Russians during the cold 
war. The petard has been hoisted, and the exercise could be dismissed accordingly, 

except for the fact that Chomsky's view of Lippmann has far more currency, as 
measured by citations, within current scholarship than any other single individual 

cited in this chapter except Lippmann's biographer, Ronald Steel.89 Chomsky's col
laborative effort with Edward Herman, which is a work of scholarship as well as 

politics, Manufacturing Consent: The Political Economy of Mass Media (1988), bor
rows its title from Lippmann. Lippmann is credited in a footnote to the Preface, 

but is not discussed elsewhere, so that book is not examined here. 
The interpretive conundrum for media studies scholars, who identify with 

critical traditions, is compounded further by Stuart Ewen's take on Lippmann in 

PR!: A Social History of Spin (1996). Part of the book involves archival research on 
the origins of the public relations industry; and it is one of the best critical sources 

on Bernays. Yet, the interpretation of Lippmann is deeply problematic despite the 
fact that Ewen does cite textual sources and consult Steel's biography. In my view, 

Ewen's account goes astray for two reasons. 
First, arid foremost, because of the direct agency of Edward Bernays himself, 

who Ewen interviewed: reporting on the interview, Ewen writes, "I was particu

larly intrigued, for example, by Bernays's reflections on the connection between his 
thinking and that of Walter Lippmann."90 Those connections, as Bernays's inter

preted them, set the agenda for and guide Ewen's reading of Lippmann. In fact, 
Ewen pushes Bernays's inversion even farther. The reader is encouraged to go to the 

source for full verification; length limits me to only a few examples from about fifty 

pages of references to Lippmann, all of a similar flavor. Bernays tells Ewen: 

Lippmann treated public opinion on a purely theoretical basis. I-le never got down to 
matters of changing it. He talked of it as ifhe were a sociologist discussing a social caste 

system ... abstractly. And I was surprised. Here he was, a working newspaper man.91 
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Exacdy! Lippmann was presenting a scholarly analysis of an epistemological and 
political problem m Public Opinion. Now consider these interpretive claims Ewen 
makes about Lippmann: 

Developing ideas that would become the twentieth century public relations cate

chism, Lippmann cautioned that to govern the way that the press will cover an event, 
access to that event must be· consciously restricted. [ Qyotation Lippmann J ''A group 
of men who can prevent access to the event" are in a position to "arrange news of it to 
suit their purposes. "92 

For Lippmann, the appeal of symbols was that they provided a device for short-cir
cuiting the inconvenience posed by critical reason and public discussion.93 

Appeals to reason were not merely discarded as futile; they were being consciously 
undermined to serve the interests of power.94 

Substitute Bernays for Lippmann in these quotes, and they become more accurate 
renderings. Restore the context to the Lippmann quote in the first statement and 

it is clear that Lippmann is criticizing, not advocating, the restriction of access to 
the press by publicity men. 

~ern~ys's inversion of Lippmann not only survives Ewen's rereading; Ewen 
amplifies it. No one who reads Lippmann qua Lippmann would ever claim that 

he sought to short-circuit critical reason. Lippmann was a lifelong advocate of 
cr1t1cal reason and he always recommended it to journalists and scholars and to 
the wide array of public groups he spoke to, from the Women's City Club,ofNew 
York to the United Nations. 

Second, Ewen interprets Lippmann through the reflecting mirror of his own 

well-de;eloped theory of the power of images. Ewen reports that, "From the van
tage pomt of the 1990s, one cannot avoid being struck by Lippmann's clairvoy

ance; the exte~t to which his analysis of symbols-how they may be employed to 
sway the public-sounds uncomfortably familiar"95-familiar not only because it 

is .th~ world "."e in.habit, but also because it is a world that Ewen (like Lippmann) 
cr1t1c1zed so 1nc1s1vely in his own books. Rather than being prophetic, however, 

Ewen concludes that in the 1920s, Lippmann's analysis would have been received 

as "prescriptive."96 That is, Ewen holds Lippmann responsible for creating the 
world that he (Ewen) analyzes in PR!. 

Ewen's interest in visual images is projected onto Lippmann's argument. In 
Ewen's interpretation, Lippmann's "pictures in our heads" seem to become literal 

images rather than cognitive mapping of ideas and concepts. Lippmann's "news" 
d "th "b E ' " an e press ecome wens mass communication, particularly the cinema" 

and "new media."97 In Public Opinion, Lippmann does make five incidental ref
er.ences to- "the moving pictures," an industry that was still taking form when 

Lippmann wrote Public Opinion. Lippmann's comments are prescient, but he does 
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not analyze film, per se: his longest reference to film is less than a paragraph. 
Ewen's discussion of Lippmann's view of ftlm is more expansive than the original; 

and it is framed in language and concepts that were not available to Lippmann 
in 1922. For example, Ewen writes, "Lippmann turned to Hollywood, America's 

'dream factory,' for inspiration," and "Hollywood, Lippmann observed, routinely 
achieved this state of being [cathexis]."98 Ewen further contends that, "Inspired 

by the example of Hollywood, Lippmann began to envision game plans for per
suasion that, though novel within his world, are today standard practices."99 In 

fact, Lippmann never refers to Hollywood in Public Opinion. The film industry 
had only relocated from New Jersey to Hollywood in 1911; there was nothing 
"routine" about it yet; and, moreover, it would be almost thirty rpore years before 

anthropologist Hortense Powdermaker would christen Hollywood: The Dream 

Factory (1950). 
While we can never fully escape the captivity of our own time, location, and 

priorities, Stephen Toulmin warns that in doing historical analyses, we need to 
make every effort to see the world through our subjects' "horizons of expecta

tions," not our own: those horizons mark the boundaries of what seems possible 
or feasible within a field of action at a given moment in time.100 Even if, as Ewen 

seems determined to believe, Lippmann had been an advocate of the "manufacture 
of consent" by PR rather than its critic, Hollywood was not the center of gravity 

of American culture in 1922. Lippmann was a man of!etters, deeply invested in 
the power of print; the focus of Public Opinion is news and political knowledge, 
not entertainment. 

Lippmann does recognize the significance of symbols-tangible images such 
as flags, uniforms, and coins-and he discusses some of the ways they have been 

used to deceive as well as to arouse the public for prosocial purposes. This is ele
mentary sociology, well established in the nineteenth century by founders of the 

field such as Durkheim, Weber, Simmel, and others, not an original contribution. 
Lippmann describes "the manufacture of consent" as an old art, "one which was 

supposed to 'die out with the appearance of democracy," but has not. 101 Its survival 
is the reason why Lippmann believes that we-scholars, journalists, administra

tors, and citizens-need to develop a new critical awareness of how our images of 

unseen worlds are formed. To this end, in a chapter in Public Opinion titled "The 
Appeal to the Public," he provides teachers with a series of strategies to use "to 

make the pupil acutely aware of how the mind works on unfamiliar facts"-what 
we would today call strategies for media literacy or critical thinking.102 lf, as Ewen 

contends, Lippmann's objective was to short-circuit critical reason to facilitate 

elite rule, why would he want to equip the young with critical reasoning skills?103 

In the sequel to Public Opinion, The Phantom Public, Lippmann would be 

more pessimistic about citizens' interest in and ability to participate effectively in 
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public affairs. He contended that, at best, citizens could develop competence in a 
few areas of interest or expertise. In making these claims about the complexity of 

modern knowledge and cognitive limits of citizens, however, Lippmann always 
emphasized that he too was vulnerable to these limits: a point that even friendly 
readers tend to ignore. 

CULTURAL CRITIQUE OF THE EFFECTS TRADITION 

As we have seen, James Carey considers Public Opinion to be "the founding book 
in American media studies," but he regards this as an unfortunate development. 

His nominee for foundational thinker is John Dewey, who Carey believes could 

have inspired a tradition in communication studies that would be more original, 
continuously creative, socially relevant, and humane. 

Dewey and Lippmann's respective intellectual journeys overlapped at several 
points. Both attracted William James's interest early in their careers and were 

given encouragement and support by him. Lippmann's Drift and Mastery (1914) 
was influenced by Dewey as well as James; in 1915, Lippmann wrote a short essay 
on Dewey, "The Footnote," in which he affirmed and expanded on Dewey's call 

for an antifoundational philosophy based on experience. Conversely, Dewey pub
lished articles on public affairs in the the New Republic while Lippmann was an 
editor of the magazine; and Dewey borrowed the Wallas's Great Society meta

phor from Lippmann. The two men were frequent allies in political struggles, and 
during tl1e Progressive Era, they shared similar views of method, social conttol, 
efficiency, and social science.104 

Within the field of communication research, however, interest in the relation

ship of the two thinkers understandably focuses on a short interlude in their long 
acquaintance: the five year period that included Lippmann's publication of Public 

Opinion (1922) and The Phantom Public (1925), Dewey's reviews of the two books 
in the New Republic (1922 and 1925), and Dewey's lectures at Kenyon College 

(1926) which were published as The Public and its Problems (1927). Dewey's lec

tures expand on Lippmann's thesis, and probe its pessimistic implication for the 
future of participatory democracy, which Dewey, like Lippmann, found deeply 

disturbing. Whether this episode adds up to a controversy between adversaries 
or, as Peter Simonson describes it, "an ongoing intramural debate within the tra

dition'' of pragmatism, is open to interpretation; in the field of communication, 
however, the exchange is usually framed as a "conflict."105 

Carey is responsible for this framing. In crafting it, he does not pretend to 
offer a systematic historical exegesis of the contributions of Dewey and Lippmann. 

He states this very directly in the original source, a 1982 essay republished as 
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"Reconceiving 'Mass' and (Media"' in Culture and Communication (1989): '(I will 

draw out just enough to focus Dewey's conflict with Lippmann and set the stage 
for the argument I wish to advance."106 This initial stage-setting takes up only 

eight pages in a chapter without notes, which includes a long quote from Dewey's 
The Public and its Problems but no direct textual references to Public Opinion. 

Elsewhere, Carey refers back to this text to reiterate and amplify its points. In later 
work, he develops his interpretation of Dewey more fully, but does not signifi

cantly expand his exposition of Lippmann's views.107 Carey does, however, impute 
greater agency to Lippmann in the reiterations. In 1996, he writes, "Lippm3:nn, in 

effect, took the public out of politics and the politics out of public life. In a phrase 

of the moment, he depoliticized the public sphere."108 

In the absence of an established tradition of historical analysis in the field, 

"Reconceiving 'Mass' and 'Media"' has filled the void despite its a"uthor's prefa

tory disclaimer; and it has exercised significant influence in recent years, especially 
among those who are understandably attracted to Carey's appealing alternative 

vision for the future of communication studies.109 

Textually, Lippmann and Dewey function in the chapter as tropes or foils, 

"stage setters." Carey positions them at opposite points in a fateful fork in the 
road in early twentieth-century American social thought. Within the economy 
of Carey's narrative, each carries the full weight of entire philosophical traditions, 

and Dewey represents the road not taken. 
Lippmann is positioned on the dark side-Cartesian, utilitarianism, objec

tivism, instrumental reason, atomism, positivism, scientism, and pushed to the 
outer limits, the road to totalitarianism-and when it comes down to disciplines 
(Carey's original destination) Lippmann becomes the historical precursor of and 

philosophical standard-bearer for "effects" research. Conversely, Dewey represents 
pragmatism, democracy, the Chicago School, symbolic interaction, hermeneutics, 

community, and communication as a humane and humanistic practice in which 

everyone gets to participate in meaning making. Carey identifies different foun
dational metaphors framing the two thinkers' conceptions of communication: 
he characterizes Lippmann's as visual, print-based, representational ('(pictures"), 

monologic, hierarchal, and control-oriented, and Dewey's as auditory (listening), 

dialogic, interactional, conversational, and democratic. 
In Carey's larger argument, Dewey represents the promise of an approach 

to cultural studies that is rooted in American traditions but open to European 

thought at those junctures where it can inform understanding of American experi
ence. Carey identifies some European thinkers he believes can speak to and enrich 
American cultural studies: Haggart, Williams, Habermas, Foucault, Giddens, and 

Bourdieu, '(but most important yet," the work of Max Weber. He also acknowl

edges that "Max cannot for long be avoided."110 
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There are good reasons why Carey is attracted to Dewey's pragmatism. Dewey 
directly defines communication and does so felicitously, placing it in the company 

of community and communion, where it resonates closely with and provides philo
sophical groundings for Carey's own "ritual approach" to communication. Carey 

is not, however, acritical in his embrace of Dewey. He aclmowledges that Dewey 
does not succeed in rescuing democracy from Lippmann's pessimism because 

Dewey is unable to detach community or the public from face-to-face interaction. 
Nevertheless, Carey describes Dewey as "one of my heroes, not for any one book or 

article but for an extended lifetime of courageous public and intellectual service."111 

Carey's humanistic approach offers a valuable corrective to behaviorism, 

which in its most extreme forms entirely ignores the pictures in research subjects' 
heads (subjectivity) in favor of mechanistic models of communication processes. 

Carey breaks through the silences these models impose and opens up new chan
nels of discourse in the field-a move that enacts his hero's legacy. 

In interpreting Lippmann, Carey adopts what Blum calls the "intellectual 

vagabond" approach. That is, Carey identifies what he regards as a conundrum: 
that Lippmann's legacy "is still influential, despite the fact that he refuted many of 

his own views in subsequent works."112 But Carey does not explore the puzzle (the 

presumed refutation) further because his purpose is not to analyze Lippmann per 
se but rather to critique the effects tradition in mass communication research. If 

Carey had pursued the puzzle to its roots in the original interpretive error of the 
effects tradition, his devastating critique of that tradition would have been even 

more powerful. 
If the young author of Public Opinion is understood as a self-critical pragmatist 

and Progressive, which was Lippmann's self-understanding in 1922 and the iden

tity that historians and philosophers ascribe to him, then there are critical points 
of convergence with Carey's position. Carey praises the first generation of pro

gressive intellectuals because "they managed to produce in pragmatism a pecu
liarly American, antifoundational and antiessential, philosophy."113 Lippmann 

shared that philosophy and praised James and Dewey for their contributions to 

it, although he struggled throughout his life against the relativism that it engen
dered. Carey acknowledges that, "We [Americans] have always had a problem of 

scale. The country has always been too large for a democracy or republic."114 This 

is Lippmann's premise and point of departure for Public Opinion and The Phantom 

Public, which were attempts to resolve the contradiction between ideology and 

reality by finding a way to ensure as much democracy as possible given America's 
problems of scale, complexity, heterogeneity, and increasing global interdependence. 

Carey does not offer a solution for the national dilemma; he does, however, 
advise more democracy in our immediate environments, specifically in the aca

demic "departments we currently call home."115 In this suggestion, Carey is true to 
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Dewey, who made the school classroom his laboratory for democracy. 116 In con

trast, Lippmann, the cosmopolitan, saw the nation and the world as the experien

tial testing ground for his ideas. 
The optimistic democratic vistas of Dewey and Carey are, without doubt, 

far more appealing than the technocratic republic of the young Lippmann's pes

simistic prognosis. The author of Liberty and the News would surely have pre
ferred them too, but the realist-the self-critical Progressive, pragmatist, and 
naturalist-could not find a way to take the whole country there. Like Dewey 

and Carey, he concluded that full participatory democracy is only possible at the 
local level where citizens did not need to make decisions about "unseen" environ-

' 
ments. Lippmann did not, however, take the public out of politics, though he did 

consider the Jeffersonian claim that the public can directly govern already obso
lete when it was promulgated in the eighteenth century. Yet, even in The Phantom 

Public, Lippmann's most pessimistic book, he saw the public (or public opinion) as 
playing a crucial role in sustaining American democracy by checking the excesses 

of insiders (the executive branch and Congress) and resolving legitimating crises. 

Carey does not, of course, read Lippmann this way. 
In a later work, "The Chicago School" (1996), Carey briefly expands on the 

utilitarian origins of the effects tradition, suggesting that Lippmann served as 
a linkage between the utilitarian and modern tradition and thereby functioned 
to short-circuit the more humanistic and distinctly American tradition that 

absorbed the views of John Milton andJ. S. Mill into American culture, producing 

the Constitution, the Bill of Rights, case law, and the philosophy of freedom. 
Lippmann, however, directly embraces all of these texts in Liberty and the News, 

although he does criticize the limits of tolerance in Milton (anti-Catholicism) and 
Mill, who would suppress speech that leads to "mischievous" acts-for example, 

crimes against property.117 

Even though Lippmann considers the Constitution a flawed document, it 

nevertheless assumes paramount importance in his social thought because prag

matisin negates ontological first principles; and Lippmann, unlike contempo
rary pragmatists like Richard Rorty, resists the relativism of antifoundationalism. 

In the American experience, as Lippmann saw it through a pragmatic lens, the 
Constitution provides the social foundation for American democracy. The tra

dition of law and procedures it supports, including Holmes's revisionism, is 
in Lippmann's view, America's best hope for preserving freedom. So much so that 

in later life Lippmann attempts, unsuccessfully, to locate philosophical grounds in 
the American experience for reviving the natural rights philosophy of the founders 

because natural rights theory provided them with a platform for and the courage 
to revolt against tyranny.118 I read this as a vibrant extension of the traditions of 

Milton, Mill, and the founders, not an attempt to bypass them. 
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Carey also implicates Lippmann in the failure of modern journalism. He 

maintains that Lippmann ascribes a passive role to journalists as mere "conduits" 
who "transmit the judgments of experts, and thereby ratify decisions arrived at 

by that class [experts] not the public or public representatives."119 That inference 
can be drawn if Public Opinion and The Phantom Public are read as utilitarian doc
uments and if Liberty and the News is ignored, along with Lippmann's lifelong 

advocacy on behalf of journalism. Again, however, it is important to remember 
what Lippmann was writing against early in the twentieth century: a time when 

the kinds of public information and statistics we take for granted today existed 

only in rudimentary forms. Lippmann envisioned "disinterested" fact-gathering 
agencies as informational counterweights that could help journalists expose the 

lies and hidden manipulations of the yellow press, journalistic fraud, government 
propaganda, uses of the press as a bully pulpit by publishers and moralists, and 

stories planted by publicists, politicians, and profiteers-lapses of the press that 
he explicitly criticized in Liberty and the News. In Lippmann's view, the job of the 

journalist is to exercise skepticism, expose lies, subject eye-witness reports to tests 
of credibility, and put the pieces of the puzzle (facts) together: that is, to make 
sense of events and interpret their significance. 

This is an active role: one that Lippmann believed ;equired training, experi
ence, and courage. Carey is, however, right: contemporary formulaic versions of 

journalistic objectivity reduce journalists to passive stenographers of power. This 
is not, however, the kind of journalism Lippmann advocated or practiced. 

Carey's analyses of the problems of contemporary journalism and of the limits 
of the effects tradition are compelling; my criticism here extends only to his inter

pretation of Lippmann, which in my judgment stems from a categorical error that 
Carey inherited from traditions he criticizes. While Carey breaks with the effects 

tr~dition, his interpretation of Lippmann is nevertheless consistent with it. By 
this, I mean that he takes what the effects tradition has made of Lippmann's work 

at face value. In this respect, Carey leaves the received "wisdom" of the field intact. 
That is, he sees Lippmann as effects researchers saw him: as one of their own. As 

we have seen, however, effects research ignored Lippmann's philosophical loca

tion and imposed their behaviorist template on his work. Interpreting Lippmann 
as the effects tradition interpreted him is standard practice in the communica

:ion literature and in accounts of communication research; this view of Lippmann 
is, however, a discipline-specific interpretation, which reflects the powerful hold 
effects research has had over communication research. 

Carey urges those who share his enthusiasm for developing a cultural approach 
to American communication research to deconstruct radically the effects tradition. 

Deconstructing the distorted view of Lippmann that we have inherited from that 
traditiOn is c9nsistent with this recommendation. 
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Carey's argument for a cultural approach to communication with American 

roots has been well received in the field; and his interpretation of Lippmann has 
significant resonance. To trace all the permutations that resonance has taken 

would require volumes; however, within that chain of influence, the work of John 
Durham Peters and Jay Rosen has exercised the most influence.120 Both built 

on Carey's dichotomous framing of Dewey and Lippmann. 
In his 1989 essay, "Democracy and American Mass Communication Theory: 

Dewey, Lippmann, Lazarsfeld," Peters paints contrasting portraits of the two 
thinkers as a prelude to posing an original argument: that much of mass com

munication research is an attempt to carry out a political project without ·being 
articulate ;ibout it.121 It is an important and well-wrought argument despite the 

fact that, in my judgment, it reduces Lippmann to a stick figure. Peters is less 
rhapsodic than Carey or Rosen in his treatment of Dewey; but he is even harder 

on Lippmann in the 1989 formulation where, like Ewen and the later Carey, 
he seems to impute agency to Lippmann's argument. That is, Lippmann is not 

treated as a groundbreaking thinker who provides an early diagnosis of the col
lapse of the public sphere; rather he is implicated in facilitating its evacuation by 

virtue of what others have made of his work. 
Peters has subsequently rethought his position. In 1997, he maintained, 

"Dewey wasn't so right and Lippmann wasn't so wrong"; and in Speaking into 

the Air: A History ef the Idea ef Communication (1999), Peters critiqued dialog as 
a model for democratic communication in the nation-state, and replaced it with 
dissemination.122 However, his earlier position on Lippmann remains influential. In 

Peters's 1989 essay, as in Carey's work, both Dewey and Lippmann lift heavyweights. 

The two thinkers not only represent different philosophies-this time Dewey as an 
Aristotelian and Lippmann as a Platonist-but also different generations.123 Dewey 

carries the banner of the Progressive Era, l 890s-l 920s while Lippmann wears the 
badge of value-free, scientific research that took hold later. Lippmann is again sad

dled with the responsibility for the effects tradition: "American mass communica-: 
tion theory· and research, at least in its theoretical vision, is a series of footnotes 

to Lippmann's Public Opinion."124 Once more Dewey gets to claim the legacy of 
James and Peirce, while Lippmann is orphaned. Lippmann is also cut off from the 

Progressive movement, even though he was a founding editor of the New Republic, 

which was regarded as a quasi-official voice of Progressivism. While Carey is criti

cal of Peters's 1989 essay, I find Peters's portrayals of Dewey and Lippmann to be 
more nuanced, but on balance, consistent with Carey's interpretation.125 

My positioning of Rosen in this section of the chapter is a stretch. He is 

influenced by the Lippmann-Dewey exchange, including among other influences 
Carey's interpretation of it, and even more directly by Carey's cultural approach 

itself; however, the effects tradition has no real bearing on his activist project, 
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"puMic journalism." Rosen freely acknowledges his debts to Carey, whose jour

nalistic ideals do seem to be inspired more by Dewey's "courage" and his faith 
in democracy than by the contents of The Public and its Problems. 126 Exploration 

of public journalism per se lies outside of the scope of this chapter. For our very 
limited purpose, Rosen's work is of relevance as a channel for reproducing and 

amplifying Carey's interpretation of Lippmann. That is, the considerable success 
of Rosen's work has further entrenched the view of Lippmann as a representative 

of utilitarianism and scientism as well as a philosophical opponent of participa
tory democracy and an intellectual nomad. 

CONCLUSION: HERMENEUTIC GOLDEN RULE 

Deconstruction is a dirty business especially when applied to the texts of thinkers 
one admires. No text is impervious to it. To get our work done, we must all make 
interpretive leaps. I certainly do that here. 

I began this exercise with apprehension, and I finish it with regrets. I find no 

pleasure _i~ it. VVho, I ask myself, do you think you are to claim an entire interpre
tive trad1t1on 1s in error? And, can this text stand up to simil:lr levels of scrutiny? 
To wit, I do not have good answers. 

Yet, I find the discrepancies between the original texts and the interpretations 
irreconcilable. Initially I assumed I was wrong, that I just didn't get it, that 
I was missing an essential hermeneutic key. The deeper I dug, however, the more I 

found myself mired in th,e interpretive chasm-and the more convinced I became 
that the missing hermeneutic key was endemic to the communication field, and a 
reflection of its isolation from interdisciplinary discourse. 

The Lippmann of communication is not the Lippmann of sociology, history, 
or philosophy, although a few scholars such as Clifford Christians Daniel Hallin , , 
Hanno Hardt, Michael Schudson, and Peter Simonson, who contribute to the 
communication literature, have more expansive and appreciative understandings 

of Lippmann's work. 127 The young Lippmann's identity as a J amesian pragmatist 
t_empered by Santayana's naturalism and his own experiential learning is well estab

lished in other disciplinary conventions. Increasingly Lippmann is being reread as 

anticipating postmodernism and struggling, as we struggle, to resolve its contra
dictions: John Patrick Diggins, for example, claims that "Lippmann foresaw the 
postmodernist implications of pragmatism a half-century before Richard Rorty 

an_d Jurgen Habermas returned to American philosophy to develop new ways of 

thmking about politics and society that required no metaphysical foundations.""" 
Once I located these broader interpretive streams, I knew there was no turn

ing back. Having longstanding commitments to exposing constitutive censorships, 
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I had to plead Lippmann's case: not to advocate for his views per se, but fm a fair 
hearing for them in communication-the field he speaks to most directly m the 

time period that we have been considering. . . 
If there are lessons to learn from this exercise, they are remarkably prosaic in a 

post-Derrida interpretive era: 

History matters. When history is neglected, the void is filled by informa

tion that was not intended to carry its weight. 
Secondary sources should supplement, not displace, primary sources. . 
Understanding the context-historical, social, and economic conditions
of cultural production is imperative. Although they can never fully succeed, 
scholars must try to see the world and especially the future as their histori

cal subjects saw them. 
No subject or historical figure has been "done"; every generation needs to 

reread the classics in light of new problems and sensibilities. 
Disciplinary isolation provides fertile grounds for cultivating error. 
Beware of dichotomies: human thought and the social worlds in which it 

takes form are complex, paradoxical. 
Beware of methodolatry: approaches to research that value method more 
than substance. Yet, putting method, broadly conceived, before political ideol
ogy, a praxis modeled by Lippmann, is not necessarily the post-Foucaultian 
anachronism it might initially seem. To be sure, there are no ideologically 
uncontaminated methods in the social sciences or humanities, but methodi
cal, critically reflexive, disciplined thought-Lippmann's ascetic of disinter
estedness-can still help us to expand the pictures in our own heads. 
Take Lippmann's advice. Recognize that human knowledge is limited, and 

that humility is not only prudent, but also wise. 
Exercise extreme caution in equating analysis with agency. 

The last point requires elaboration. The relationship between authors and 
agency is thorny. As the root suggests, to be an author is to claim authority and 
exercise agency. This raises the question of responsibility: when we release ideas 
into the world, what responsibility do we have for what others make of them? 

Is Lippmann responsible for Lasswell and Bernays? Goebbels reportedly 
read Bernays. Is Bernays responsible for Goebbels? ls Lippmann? What are 
Machiavelli's responsibilities? Is Marx responsible for Stalin? Or dialectically, is 
Stalin responsible for Glasnost? Chains of interpretation and influence invert, 

multiple, and fracture. 
Jacques Ellul vowed not to write any more about propaganda because he 

became aware that readers could read against the intent of his opus, Propaganda: 
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The Formation ofMen~Attitndes (1973). Is it better to remain silent, to self-censor, 
than to identify and challenge perversions of power because an aspiring tyrant 
might twist critique into advocacy?129 

Lippmann has been compared to Max Weber, and there are indeed some 
remarkable parallels in the thought and careers of the two men. Weber thought 
it was the duty of the teacher to confront students with inconvenient facts. 130 

Lippmann, the cosmopolitan critic of all concentrations of power, thought it was 
his duty as a political columnist and public intellectual to confront readers with 
inconvenient ideas: to probe the underside of the dialectic-Leibling's "on-the 
one-hand-this-writer." Weber described the "iron cage" of modernity as well as 
the dangers posed by the irrational appeal of charismatic leadership, the rise of 
"new Caesars."131 Yet, to my knowledge, Weber has not been blamed for the harsh 
realities of modern life or the rise of Hitler. Rather, he is praised for his prescience 
and sociological acumen. In contrast, as we have seen, some scholars implicate 
Lippmann in the collapse of the public sphere. Should they? 

There are no definitive answers to these questions. John Peters explores this 
conundrum in Courting the Abyss (2005). He comes down on the side of publica
tion, but reserves the right of a Pauline shudder in the face of evil.132 Perhaps that 
is the best we can do. I shudder at what Goebbels made of Bernays. 

As survivors of postmodernism, we know that texts are fluid, signifiers float, 
and arguments implode; however, once again I invoke the prosaic, and plead for 
what I will call the hermeneutic golden rule: read others as you would have them 
read you. Mistakes happen: critique is their corrective. Save the shudders for the· 
hard cases: lies and willful inversions. Yes, I am aware of the deep irony of this 
invocation in the context of the present chapter: for I have read others' work 
harshly although, by my lights, with integrity. To wit, I remind the reader of my 
introductory caveat: I do not discard the baby with the metaphoric bath water. 
My critique is not a wholesale indictment of the work of the authors examined 
here: it is very narrowly directed to their interpretations of Lippmann. 

Finally, since the appearance of Ronald Steel's biography of Lippmann, 
dumping on Lippmann has become fashionable, especially among journalists, 
who are eager to discard the professional cant about journalistic objectivity that 
they acquired in "j-school." Many recognize that it is fraudulent, and believe 
Lippmann perpetrated the fraudn3 As we have seen, that is not so. 

Lippmann was, to be sure, often wrong, as he readily admitted; and all reread
ings of his work must be insistently critical. Nevertheless, as Roy Porter reminds us, 
the purpose of history is not to "paint pictures of forward-looking 'heroes' slaying 
reactionary tyrants and bigots to create a better future." Such "saints and sinners" 
histories, he warns, "nowadays themselves appear partisan and prejudiced.''134 

Warts-and-all histories are far more prudent. Yet, I yield to the temptation to 
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counterbalance Carey's honorifics, which celebrate Dewey as a twentieth-century 

hero "for a lifetime of courageous intellectual and public service," by suggesting 
that Lippmann-although no hero-also lived such a life. It required intellectual 

courage to criticize the Creel Commission during and after World War I, expose 
the New York Times' ideologically laden coverage of the Russian Revolution, 

oppose the Palmer Raids and the Red Scare, criticize Franklin Roosevelt's court
packing, refuse to see Russia through the binary lens of the cold war, denounce 
McCarthyism, contest America's imperial adventures in Latin America, criticize 

the CIA, support publication of the Pentagon Papers, and oppose the Vietnam 

War. There were warts too. My own reservations about Lippmann's work are 
extensive. As we have seen, however, views which he explicitly rejected have been 

imputed to him; and he has been excoriated for them. 
Within current journalistic lore, the courage of broadcast journalists Edward 

R. Murrow and Walter Cronkite is widely recognized: Murrow for taking on 
McCarthyism on his CBS program See It Now, on March 9, 1954, and Cronkite for 

reversing his support for the Vietnam War in his "We are mired in a stalemate" edi
torial on CBS News on February 27, 1968. Walter Lippmann opposed McCarthy 

right from the beginning, and was repeatedly red-baited and slandered for it. 
Lippmann was also an early and insistent critic of the Vietnam War; his criticism 

influenced "insiders" such as Senators Church and Fulbright, and Undersecretary 
of State George Ball. His opposition to the war cost Lippmann many longtime 

friends and his dubious status as a Washington insider. Lyndon Johnson was so 
furious with Lippmann that he launched a systematic campaign to discredit him, 

and could not resist taking a parting shot at him in his Farewell Address. In sum, 
Lippmann paid a much higher price than Murrow or Cronkite for his journalistic 

courage, and he has not yet been reimbursed by posterity. 

NOTES 

1. Toulmin, Cosmopolis, 13. 
2. Mander, Communication in Transition; and Hardt, Critical Communication Studies. Mander points 

out that all communication is mediated, dependent upon historical context. To ignore history is 

therefore a fundamental, constitutive, error in the conception of communication research. Hardt 

offers a comprehensive analysis of the consequences for communication research of the neglect 

of history. 
3. Anderson, Imagi.ned Communities. The processes of legitimating academic disciplines and nation

states are similar in many ways. More than most academic fields, communication has contested 

boundaries and internal fractures. Misinterpretations of Lippmann's work are widespread within 

the field but take different forms in journalism, effects research, propaganda studies, and the cul

tural critique of effects research. Not every communication researcher subscribes to the dominant 

view; however, it is deeply enough ingrained in the field as to constitute something approaching 

an orthodox view. 
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4. Google Book Search and Google Scholar make it possible to track the frequency of citations as 

well as patterns of influence by pairing names in the search engines. For example, pairing Walter 

Lippmann and James Carey identifies all books in the database in which third authors refer to 

both men as well as the page numbers of these references. The text of the joint citations can then 

be accessed to determine whether an author is basing claims about Lippmann's work on a primary 

source, a secondary source, or both. In addition, third and even fourth degrees of separation can be 

identified, when for example, an author relies on and acknowledges Carey's interpretive influence, 

as Jay Rosen does, but then others build upon Carey's interpretation without acknowledging it; 

this can be done by comparing frequencies of references to Rosen and Lippmann to references to 

Rosen, Carey, and Lippmann. Scholars presumably display biases in favor of citing more recent 

sources, especially in the case of secondary sources {Ewen rather than Schramm); to cite more 

prominent scholars (Chomsky rather than Jansen); and those with name recognition in their own 

discipline (in communication, Carey or Schramm rather than Blum or Riccio). 
5. Dillon, "Present Tense, Past Tense." 

6. Reston, "The Mockingbird and the Taxicab," 226-38. 

7. Lippmann, "William James," 20-23. The original appeared in Everybody~ Magazine, edited by 

Lincoln Steffens in 1910. This kind of radical openness to and rigorous interrogation of evidence 

would later be named, formalized, elevated to methodological status, and advocated by phenom

enologists as "surrender and catch." See Wolff, Survival and Sociology. 

8. There have been numerous biographies of Lippmann: none more comprehensive than Steel's, 

Walter Lippmann and the American Century. Yet, even Steel, a journalist, glosses over the 

significance of Lippmann's more ,scholarly endeavors in favor of a fo'cus on his writings on 

international affairs, interactions with famous people, and his personal life. Consequently, Steel 

misses the significance of cosmopolitanism as the recurrent theme of Lippmann's thought-a 

lapse that Blum corrects in Walter Lippmann. 

9. J oho Dewey may have been the only contemporary who fully appreciated Lippmann's episte

mologiCal achievement. See Dewey's review of Public Opinion. For assessments of it in light' 

of the postmodern crisis of knowledge, see Diggins, The Promise ef Pragmatism; Riccio, Walter 

Lippmann; and Graebner, The Engi.neering ef Consent. 

10. Lerner, Ideas are Weapons, 191; Halberstam, The Powers that Be, 368; and Steel, Walter Lippmann, 

xvii. 
11. Schlesinger, "Walter Lippmann: The Intellectual v. Politics," 189-225. Luskin interprets 

Schlesinger's view of Lippmann in very similar terms. See Luskin, Lippmann, Liberty, and the 

Press. 

12. Lippmann's view of science was influenced by C. S. Peirce. Lippmann's early critique of scientific 

arrogance and reductionism is found in Drift and Mastery. 

13. A.]. Liebling quoted by Luskin, Lippmann, Liberty, and the Press, 154. 

14. Blum, Walter Lippmann, 16. 

15. Halberstam, The Powers that Be. Riccio argues that Lippmann put method before doctrine: that 

was the whole point of his attempt to develop a politics of"disinterestedness." Lippmann linked 

ideological purity to censorship: "Clear doctrine and rigid purposes that apply to a whole nation 

have to be paid for; their price is the suppression of individuality and the regimentation of opin

ion'' (Lippmann quoted in Riccio, Walter Lippmann, 105)." 

16. Lippmann, Public Opinion, 168. 

17. Lippmann distinguished between his method as a political columnist, where he issued opinions 

three times a week in Today and Tomorrow, and his more scholarly works. He described the 

columns as "sketches in the sand that the sea will wash away." Yet, he recognized that lasting 

knowledge requires withdrawal from the pressing issues of the moment so that scholars can 
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"collaborate with their ancestors." He maintained that the true scholar, unlike the editorial writer, 

is "always radical," "preoccupied with presumptions, with antecedents, and probabilities ... in a 

world where choices are more numerous and possibilities more varied than they are at the level 

of practical decisions." For the scholar, unlike the journalist, the present, the "sketch in the sand,"· 

is a "mere fragment of the past." Endorsing the value of systematic methods in producing reliable 

knowledge, he admitted that his journalism lacked that kind of discipline. He saw the work of 

the journalist as involving essentially the same responsibility that democracy imposes on every 

sovereign citizen, except that the correspondent has the advantages of time and proximity: "In 

some field of interest, we make it our business to find out what is going on under the surface and 

beyond the horizon, to infer, to deduce, to imagine, and to guess what is going on inside, what 

this meant yesterday, and what it could mean tomorrow." He also acknowledges, even exaggerates, 

the limits of this approach: "whatever truth you contribute to the world will be one lucky shot in 

a thousand misses" (Lippmann, ''A Declaration of Faith and Hope," 534-38, originally published 

in 1963 and from which the above quotations are excerpted, and Lippmann, "The Scholar in a 

Troubled World," 509-15. Originally published 1963 and 1932)." . 

18. Paul Roazen contends that Lippmann's reputation is now "under a cloud," and makes the case 

that Steel bears considerable responsibility for this. Acknowledging that there is often some 

eclipse in public reputation after death, he nevertheless argues that Steel's "dislike of his sub

ject" is palpable. My own interpretation of Steel is that he was certainly ambivalent about his 

subject: sometimes quite empathetic, even indulgent, but at others times he seems impatient with 

Lippmann's decisions and views. Some of this may simply be biographer's pique; for example, one 
is attracted to a mythic figure and finds a fallible human; sheer exhaustion may also be a factor, 

given the enormity of Steel's undertaking and the complexity of Lippmann as subject. Moreover, 

Lippmann was highly ambivalent about being the subject of an authorized biography, preferring to 
focus on the present and future, instead of the past. Richard H. Rovere, who was initially selected 

as the authorized biographer but eventually turned the project over to Steel, describes the prob

lems that Lippmann's ambivalence posed in "Walter Lippmann." All Lippmann scholars do 
nonetheless owe Steel an enormous debt for his thorough and meticulous chronological cov

erage of Lippmann's long and complex life, and for his thoughtful attempts to contextualize 

historically Lippmann's political thought. In support of Roazen's view, however, Steel broke his 

agreement with Lippmann not to write about anything "personal"-an inexplicable bargain for 

a biographer-probing deeply into his personal life and publishing excerpts of Lippmann's love 

letters to his second wife (with her permission), which the intensely private Lippmann would have 

never consented to. One does come away from the book feeling the taint of voyeurism. Lippmann 

was of advanced age and in poor health when Steel conducted his interviews with him, yet Steel 

is critical of inconsistencies in Lippmann's memory of his past views and the written record of 

them. Steel, a young man when he wrote the book, is not as sensitive to the nature of the aging 

memory as some of us may wish. For a wonderful autobiographical account of the phenomenon 

Steel was witnessing but unable to comprehend, sec Eric Hobsbawm's autobiography in which 

he explores the discrepancies among his current memory of past events, accounts he wrote at 

the time of the event, and the current consensus view of historians about the event: it should 

be required reading for all biographers of aged subjects. (Steel, Walter Lippmann and Roazen, 

Encountering Freud, 285-86; and Hobsbawm, Interesting Times.) 

19. Blum, Walter Lippmann; and Riccio, Walter Lippmann. 

20. Blum, Walter Lippmann; and Rossiter and Lare, The Essential Lippmann. 

21. Peterson, "The Press as a Social Institution," 90. 

22. Blum, Walter Lippmann, 14. 
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23. Wallas, a British Fabian socialist on a year's leave at Harvard, was Lippmann's teacher. When 

Wallas published The Great Society, he dedicated it to Lippmann. (Wallas, The Great Society.) 

24. Hollinger, "Ethnic Diversity;" 133-51. Blum also cites Hollinger. }lollinger credits Bourne with 

the original articulation of cosmopolitanism in his 1916 article, "Trans-National America."The 

idea does, however, have much older roots in Pierre Bayle's Republic of Letters, Oliver Goldsmith's 

Citizens of the World, and the encyclopedia movements of the eighteenth century, and in America, 

in the work of Whitman and James (Jansen, Censorship)." Cosmopolitanism is also in fashion 

again today as a philosophical response to globalization. For advocacy and critique, see Nussbaum, 
For Love of Country. 

25. Hollinger, "Ethnic Diversity," 140. 

26. Ibid. Hollinger acknowledges that cosmopolitanism resonates with the anti-Semitic stereotype 

of the rootless Jew; to a considerable extend, it inverted the sign from negative to positive and 

expanded the metaphor of the journey to include all scholars open to the modern (secular) quest 
for a new intellectual and aesthetic sensibility. 

27. Coles examines this aesthetic in Doing Documentary Work. 

28. Blum, Walter.Lippmann. 

29. Riccio, Walter Lippmann, 127. 

30. Lasch, The New Radicalism; and Lippmann, American Inquisitors. Dewey's defense of Lippmann 

appears in his review of The Phantom Public. Sociologist Graham Wallas, a disillusioned Fabian 

socialist, exercised strong influence over his student; moreover, he introduced young Lippmann 

to prominent members of the Fabian group, including H.G. Wells, George Bernard Shaw, and 

Beatrice and Sidney Webb. With Lippmann, the elitism of the Fabian influence was tempered 

by the democratic values of James, Dewey, Jane Addams, Thorstein Veblen, and others. The 

literature on crowd psychology, prominent in the late nineteenth century, was another strain of 

elitist thought that exercised a general influence on Progressive thought and its preoccupation 

with social order. Lippmann was also conversant in American and European social science of his 

day. Steel provides a balanced account of these influences in Walter Lippmann and the American 

Century. Conversely, it should be pointed out that, despite his cosmopolitanism, Lippmann worked 

consciously to develop a style that was accessible to the "robust middle" of American literacy. This 

was not simply a market-driven decision, but part of a principled movement involving Lippmann, 

Van Wyck Brooks, Randolph Bourne, and others to emulate Walt Whitman by avoiding "high

brow" academic language and addressing the average, interested citizen. (Lippmann, 1914 letter 

to Brooks, qu?ted by Steven Biel, Independent Intellectuals in the United States, 1910-1945.) Brooks 
articulated this democratic intellectual credo in "Highbrow and Lowbrow." 

31. Luskin, Lippmann, Liberty, and the Press, 238. 
32. Lippmann, Liberty and the News, 44. 

33. Halberstam, The Powers that Be, 372. 

34. Haskell, Objectivity is Not Neutrality, 84. 
35. Ibid., 92. 

36. Ibid. Wilfred M. McClay offers excellent exegeses of the heavy semantic loads Progressives 

attached to the terms interests and disinterestedness in his introduction to the Transaction edition 
of The Phantom Public. 

37. In this regard, he was enacting the values of James, which he applauded in "William Jam es." The 

ascetic ethic that Lippmann recommended to scholars was common among scientists attempt

ing to identify and root out bias in the nineteenth and early twentieth century. See Daston and 

Galison, "The Image of Objectivity." Lippmann's version of ascetic method resonates with the 
values embraced by Weber in "Science as a Vocation." 
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38. Luskin, Lippmann, Liberty, and the Press, 58. 
39. I make this claim about Liberty and the News with full confidence only because a fully searchable 

edition is available online. (Tuchman, "Objectivity as Strategic Ritual.") 
40. Lippmann, "Two Revolutions in the American Press;" and Schiller, Objectivity and the News. 

41. Lippmann, "Two Revolutions in the American Press." 

42. Ibid., 439. 
43 Ibid., 440. 
44. Lippmann, Public Opinion; and Lippmann, "Two Revolutions in the American Press," 441. 
45. The lineage connecting Lippmann to critical realism is direct via Santayana's naturalism. 

Lippmann always acknowledged his philosophical debt to Santayana, and saw realism as a coun

ter to the relativism of James's pragmatism. For articulations of contemporary forms of tritical 

realism, see Baskar,A Realist Theory if Science; and for a comprehensive bibliography, see "Critical 

Realism (WSCR)," accessed September 22, 2006, at www.raggedclaws.com/criticalrealism/. 

46. Lippmann, Public Opinion, 226. 

47. Riccio, Walter Lippmann, 164. 

48. Lippmann, Public Opinion, 226. 

49. Ibid., 226. 
50. Ibid., 227. 
51. Lippmann refers to "social facts" here in Durkheim's sense of the term. Although he does not cite 

Durkheim here, elsewhere Lippmann does demonstrate familiarity with European sociology of 

the period. 

52. Lippmann, Public Opinion, 229. 
53. Lippmann, "Two Revolutions in the American Press," 439; and Lippmann, Public Opinion, 228. 

54. By intelligence bureaus, Lippmann meant independent (of political and commercial "interests") 

record-keeping and knowledge-producing organizations. In addition to university research and 

independent research institutes, this included government agencies like the Bureau of Standards 

or, to use a current example, the General Accounting Office, which audits government spending 

for waste and fraud. He was not literally advocating creation of government surveillance or the 

CIA, as Glander seems to imply in linking Lippmann's idea to William Langer, founder and first 

director of the CIA's Office of National Estimates and his 1947 plan for developing the CIA. 

Lippmann frequently expressed concerns about the trade-offs of liberty for national security that 

the U.S. made during the cold war; and he was a critic of the CIA. (Glander, Origins of Mass 

Communication Research, 62.) 

55. Lippmann, Liberty and the News, 66. 
56. Diggiris, The Proniise ef Pragmatism. Hoopes argues, however, that Lippmann misunderstood 

Peirce, a misunderstanding that he inherited from William J ames's misinterpretation of Peirce's 

logical communitarianism. (IIoopes, Community Denied.) 

57. Schudson, Discovering the News. 
58. Carey, Communication as Culture, 75. 
59. Lippmann's chapter was included in Schramm's 1949 volume, Mass Communications, absent from 

his 1954 edition of The Process and Effects of Mass Communication, and included in the 1971 

revision of The Process and Effects of Mass Communication (co-edited with Donald F. Roberts), 

Lippmann's absence from the 1954 volume is telling. Instead of Lippmann, who invented the 

concept of "stereotype," there is a chapter on "National Stereotypes" by William Buchanan 

and Hadley Cantril. The 1954 edition of The Process and Effects of Mass Communication was 

originally produced as a training manual for the U.S. Information Agency. Lippmann opposed 

the establishment of a permanent U.S. propaganda agency and called for the elimination of the 
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Voice of America after World War IL (Schramm, Mass Communications; Schramm, The Process 
and Effects o/ Mass Communications; and Schramm and Roberts, The Process and Effects of Mass 
Communications.) 

60. Schramm, The Beginnings of Conununication Study in America. 

61. Simpson documents Lazarsfeld's praise as well as Lasswell's Machiavellian inversion. Hardt also 

recognizes Lippmann's influence on Lasswell. (Simpson, Science of Coercion; and Hardt, Critical 
Communication Studies.) 

62. Bryant and Zillman, Media Effects. As of September 12, 2006; Google Book Search yields 80,100 

pages for agenda setting and Google Scholar yields 295,000 citations; this is, of course, a very 
crude indicator of influence since the large numbers preclude sorting for relevance. 

63. Ibid. McCombs and Estrada describe agenda-setting as "Lippmann's intellectual offspring" in 
"The News and the Pictures in Our Head," 

64. Glasser contends that Lippmann "detailed the gatekeeper tradition." (Glasser, Public Opinion, 296.) 

65. Lippmann, Public Opinion, 97. Stereotype was a technical term used in printing. Lippmann's 
innovation was to expand its meaning and apply it to social cognition. 

66. Allport, The Nature ef Prtjudice; and Glick, Rudman, and Dovodio, The Nature if Prejudice. 
67. Lippmann, Public Opinion, 143; and Lazarsfeld and Katz, Personal Influence, xxxi. 
68. Gerbner, "Toward a General Model of Communication." 

69. Hardt has revived interest in Lippmann and Merz's ''A Test of the News" (a supplement to the 

New Republic August 4, 1920) by arguing that the study is a founding work in international com
munications. (Hardt, "Reading the Russian Revolution.") 

70. Bernays, Propaganda. 

71. Bernays, Crystallizing Public Opinion. 
72. Lippmann, Liberty and the Press, 8. 

73. Bernays, Crystallizing Public Opinion, 122. 
74. Lippmann, Public Opinion, 218. 

75. Ibid. Boorstin extended Lippmann's idea to describe pseudo-events in The Image. 
76. Lasswell, Propaganda Technique, 6. 

77. Simpson, Science if Coercion, 77. 

78. Lasswell, Propaganda Technique, 12. 

79. Lippmann, "Two Revolutions in the American Press," 439. 
80. Steel, Walter Lipp1nann, 143. 
81. Ibid. 
82. Ibid. 
83. Ibid., 143-47. 

84. Lippmann, "William James," 23; Wiebe, The Search far Order, Lasch, The New Radicalism; and 

Forcey, The Crossroads if Liberalism. Much of course depends on how one defines propaganda. While 

I recognize that all attempts to do so are contestable, here I follow the precedent of Jowett and 

O'Donnell who distinguish between propaganda and persuasion in Propaganda and Persuasion. 
85. Dewey's father served in the Union Army. This background factor is not given much atten

tion, yet Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes, who was a significant personal influence on the young 

Lippmann, was a wounded veteran of the war, and was known for his war stories as well as his 
realism and skepticism, which are usually attributed to his war experience. 

86. Lippmann, quoted in Riccio, Walter Lippmann, 170-71. Orig. text in Lippmann, The Good 
Society. 

87. Chomsky, Media Control, 10 
88. Ibid., 12-13. 
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89. Pairing of Chomsky and Lippmann in Google Book Search yields 364 matches. 
90. Ewen, PRI, 9. 
91. Ibid., 159. 

92. Ibid., 152. 

93. Ibid., 155. 

94. Ibid., 154. 

95. Ibid., 158. 

96. Ibid., 158. 
97. Ibid., 152. 

98. Ibid., 154 and 153. 

99. Ibid., 153. Despite Ewen's framing of Lippmann's brief references to film as exceptiorial and 
therefore "prescriptive," the new media had in fact attracted significant social commentary long 
before 1922. Daniel J. Czitrom provides a concise history of the reception of the new media of 
film by American thinkers and reformers in the first two decades of the twentieth century. (See 
Czitrom, Media and the American Mind.) 

100. Toulmin, Cosmopolis, 1. 

101. Lippmann, Public Opinion, 158. 

102. Ibid., 256. 
103. In his most recent book Typecasting (a collaboration with Elizabeth Ewen), the "clairvoyant" 

Lippmann is foregrounded as anticipating typecasting with the concept of stereotyping; curiously, 
there is no residue of the highly critical earlier assessment of Lippmann. 

104. Lippmann, Early Wn'tings. Some studies of pragmatism suggest that young Lippmann's version of 
pragmatism was more faithful to James's than Dewey's. Richard M. Gale maintains that through
out his life Dewey distorted interpretation ofJames's philosophy to position himself as its direct 
heir. (Gale, "William James and John Dewey.") Hoopes argues that Lippmann's pragmatism 
was in error because it was so dependent on what Hoopes regards as James's "weak'' version of 

pragmatism. (Hoopes, Community Denied.) 

105. Simonson, "Pragmatism and Communication." 

106. Carey, Communication as Culture, 79. 
107. Carey, "The Press and Public Discourse" and Carey, "Commentary; Communication and the 

Progressives"; Carey, "The Press, Public Opinion, and Public Discourse"; and Carey, "The 
Chicago School." 

108. Carey, "The Chicago School," 23. Even Dewey's biographer Robert B. Westbrook does not claim 
that Dewey was ever able successfully to counter Lippmann's democratic realism. (Westbrook, 
John D~wey and American Democracy.) 

109. Carey, "Recovering 'Mass' and 'Media."' 
110. Carey, Communication as Culture, 97. 

111. Carey, "Commentary: Communication and the Progressives," 265. Faithful to the legacy of 
his hero, Carey embraces a form of Deweyan strategic utopianism whereby one imagines and 
valorizes idealized versions of social reality in hope of bringing them to fruition. Dewey, for 
example, promoted community based face-to-face conversations on the assumption that democ
racy would be realized in the communications themselves although he did not explain how these 
communications, if successful, could transform the body politic. Carey saw "nostalgia for what 
never was"-a vibrant fully democratic public sphere-as a useful fiction ("desire") that might 
lead to its realization. Salutary visions of the future may indeed be useful in mobilizing social 
movements. In advocating them, however, we are doing normative philosophy or politics; not 
describing what is (or was). The past may inspire such fictions, but inspiration and fiction (useful 
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or not) are governed by different norms of tn1th telling than the canons or rhetoric of history, 
regardless of the plurality, fallibility, and contestability of the latter. Looking backward rather than 
forward through the lens of the "ritual" approach to communication, may therefore be hazardous 
to descriptive truth. Lippmann, his relationships to James, Dewey, and his pragmatism may be 
casualties of this approach. On Dewey, see Goodman, "Democracy and Public Discussion" and 
Carey; "Public Sphere." I am indebted to Jefferson Pooley for the provocation that produced this 
note although not necessarily its conclusions. 

112. Carey, Communication as Culture, 78. 

113. Carey, "Commentary: Communication and the Progressives," 271. 
114. Ibid., 268. 

115. Ibid., 281. 

116. Christopher Lasch criticizes Dewey on exactly these grounds, however, claiming that equating 
school and life is fallacious. In Lasch's view, the classroom, unlike life, is where social control and 

planning are most easily imposed. The "freedom" cultivated in the classroom is embedded within 
an authoritarian structure. Lasch argues that the school ought to be at a significant remove from 
life (politics). (Lasch, The New Radicalism in America.) 

117. J. S. Mill quoted by Lippmann, Liberty and the News, 32. 

118. Lippmann, The Good Society; and Lippmann, The Public Philosophy. 

119. Carey, "The Press, Public Opinion, and Public Discourse," 246. 

120. Google Scholar yields the most interesting results here. As of September 12, 2006, entries using 

three names, John Durham Peters, James W. Carey, Walter Lippmann, yielded 41 hits, while 
entries for John Durham Peters and Walter Lippmann yielded 114 hit~. The triad of Jay Rosen, 
James W. Carey, and Walter Lippmann yielded 54 hits, while Jay Rosen and Walter Lippmann 
yielded 163. Although Peters and Rosen do take their own efforts beyond Carey's initial for
mulation, and cite Lippmann in contexts unrelated to Carey's interpretation, the pattern does 
nevertheless suggest, at least crudely, that at the third level of interpretation, evidence of the 
original source recedes, as it becomes shared knawledge: the disciplinary view. · 

121. Peters, "Democracy and American Mass Communication Theory." 

122. For Petcrs's revised views, see Peters, "Why Dewey Wasn't So Right and Lippmann Wasn't So 
Wrong"; Peters, Speaking into the Air, Peters, "Public Journalism and Democratic Theory"; and 
Peters, "Sinfulness, Saintliness, and Monkey Business." For a recent effort that builds upon 
Carey and Peters's earlier view, see Soderlund, "Rethinking a Curricular Icon." Soderlund's 
work is admirable in the sense that she does go to the original sources, the work of Lippmann 
and his contemporaries, but she still sees Lippmann through the inherited interpretive legacy 
of the communication field. In that sense, her essay adds to the field's preferred reading instead 
of"rethinking" it. 

123. Peters offers the Plato and Aristotle categorization in "Historical Tensions." 
124. Peters, "Democracy and American Mass Communication Theory;" 207. 

125. For Carey's critical response, see Carey, "Commentary: Communication and the Progressives." 

Conversely, Carey provides an enthusiastic blurb for the cover ofPeters's Speaking into the Air. 

126. Jay Rosen, What Are Journalist For? For a personal account of Carey influence on his thinking, 
see Rosen, "Introduction/ 'We'll Have That Conversation."' 

127. Christians, Ferre, and Fackler, Good News; Hallin, The "Uncensored War"; Hardt, "Reading 
the Russian Revolution"; Schudson, Discovering the News; Schudson, ''.The Public Journalism 
Movement" and Simonson, "Pragmatism and Communication." 

128. Diggins, "From Pragmatism to Natural Law''; and Diggins, The Promise of Pragmatism. See also 
Riccio, Walter Lippmann; and Graebner, TheEngi.neeringofConsent. 
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129. I thank Lee Artz for reminding me of this. 
130. Weber, "Science as a Vocation;" and Weber, The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalis1n. 

131. Weber, "Politics as a Vocation." 

132. Peters, Courting the Abyss. 
133. Lippmann reportedly was ranked a lowly sixty-fourth in a recent list of the all-time great 

journalists. (MacPherson,A// Governments Lie.0 

134. Porter, The Enlightenment, 1. 
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CHAPTER EOUR . 

Feminist Historiography 
AND THE Field: 
Writing New Histories 

LANA F. RAKOW 

------ -- ---- ----------- - --

What is feminist history in the field of communication? Is it a history of women 
in the field? Is it a history of the relationship of women to the media as objects of 

representation, as professionals and workers, as audience members and media pro.
ducers? Or is it a history of feminist ideas, feminist theory, and feminist research 
about communication practices, technologies, and representations? 

It certainly can be all of those things and more, but as a respondent said in 
answering my recent call for stories about feminist communication history, "Our 
history is still before us."1 We have history to make, both to produce changes 

for women and to write feminist narratives of communication and the field. 

Although much has been written in recent decades about gender and commu
nication, about women and media, and about feminist theory and research, far 

less has been published that carries our work to another level of recollection and 
synthesis and that integrates the critique of critical race scholars and postcolo

nial theorists. Even less of this work has been institutionalized and accounted 
for by nonfeminist traditions and perspectives. As a result, feminist work in and 

on communication, as well as the history of feminist work, remains incomplete, 
marginalized, or even altogether absent in how the field accounts for the ideas, 

people, research, and concerns of those who constitute the field and what we 
study. Instead, "Monopolies of Knowledge"' perpetuate a framework of categories 
of inquiry (most notably discrete areas of interpersonal, rhetorical, organizational, 

political, and media or mass communication); canonize events, research traditions, 


